
Moscow Poly Career Marathon Program

25-29 April 2022

25 April 2022 (Monday)

Time Event Description Location

16:00-17:30

17:30-19:00

“A successful entry onto the modern 

labor market” course

Rules of compiling a CV and the most common

mistakes. Cover letter – a necessity or an

opportunity to draw employer`s attention on the

labor market?

Moscow, Bolshaya Semyonovskaya str., 38

16:00-17:30

17:30-19:00

“Successful job interview” course We`ll introduce you to the job interview stages,

how to prepare for it and how to make a good

self-introduction.

Moscow, Bolshaya Semyonovskaya str., 38

16:00-17:30 “How to become self-employed? 

Manual” course

We`ll tell you how to go self-employed and

handle business in a legal and convenient matter.

Moscow, Bolshaya Semyonovskaya str., 38

16:00-18:00 Signature professional orientation tests 

by Moscow Employment Center 

We`ll tell you how to go self-employed and

handle business in a legal and convenient matter.

Moscow, Bolshaya Semyonovskaya str., 38

26 April 2022 (Tuesday)

15:00-18:00 Industrial Partners Exhibition Talk to the University partnering companies and 

find out about the internship, practicum and  

employment possibilities.

Moscow, Bolshaya Semyonovskaya str., 38

27 April 2022 (Wednesday)

15:00-18:00 Industrial Partners Exhibition Talk to the University partnering companies and 

find out about the internship, practicum and  

employment possibilities.

Moscow, Bolshaya Semyonovskaya str., 38



28 April 2022 (Thursday)

Tours

11:00 ‘Biblio Globus’ LLC TC Moscow, Myasnitskaya str., 6/3 b.1

11:00 Cryogenmash Moscow Oblast, Balashikha, Shosse

Entuziastov str., 67.

11:00 ‘LBK Marketing Pro’ OOO Moscow, Kutuzovskiy Prospekt str., 36 b.4

11:00 Printing office of “Nauka” Journal Moscow, Schubinskiy Pereulok str., 6

11:00 ‘SP Biznes Kar’ OOO [Business Car] Moscow, Bakalaklavskiy Prospekt str., 26. 

Tayota Center Bitsa

11:00 ‘Mosgortrans’ GUP Moscow, Denisa Davydova str., 2, b.2A

11:00 ‘ZVO Innovent’ OOO Moscow Oblast, Bronnitsy, Sovetskaya str., 

135, b. E-E1

11:00 ‘Tsentr Adaptivnykh Tekhnologiy’ LC  [Center of Addaptive Technologies] Moscow, Vishnyovaya str., 9

Workshops

Time Event Description Location

15:00 “Career in the outdoor advertising 

sphere” workshop 

Partner: Vostok Media

We`ll introduce you to the outdoor ad industry, tell you

about the crucial skills necessary for a successful career

in this sphere and how to achieve it in a few quick

steps.

Moscow, Pavla Korchagina str., 22

16:00 Career consultations from ‘PAO 

‘Sberbank’ emloyees

Partner: PAO “Sberbank”

We`ll teach you how to choose a company for work,

prepare for and pass a job interview

Moscow, Pavla Korchagina str., 22



15:00 ‘Designer`s occupation: practical 

cases’ workshop

Partner: OOO KREASUS

Solutions to cases and recommendations to the 

novice designers

Moscow, Mikhalkovskaya str., 7

16:00 ‘How to become a highly demanded 

specialist among designers on the labor 

market?’ workshop

Partner: brand agency Elena Melnik

We`ll introduce you to the branding branch, how to 

find a perfect job, start earning money and become a 

star in your sphere.

Moscow, Mikhalkovskaya str., 7

15:00 ‘7 life hacks to boost start your career’ 

workshop 

Partner: KPOK

We`ll share how make first steps on your career 

track and find a perfect job

Moscow, Pryanishnikova str., 2A

15:00 Workshop by Selectel IT company Partner: Selectel

We`ll teach you how to link up and tune up server 

and network equipment 

Moscow, Pryanishnikova str., 2A

15:00 ‘Technologist for office production 

materials’ lecture

Partner: OOO ‘Oktoprint Service’

We`ll tell you about what it`s like to be a 

technologist for office production materials and 

what benefits you`ll have

Moscow, Pryanishnikova str., 2A

14:00 ‘Occupational secrets: modern 

publishing editor’ workshop

Partner: OOO ‘Eksmo printing’

We`ll discuss what editors do and what 

competencies they should have

Moscow, Avtozavodskaya str., 16

15:00 ‘Big Data Analysis in Housing and 

Utility Sector’ workshop

Partner: GBU ‘Moscow Analytical Center’

We`ll teach you to calculate the perfect temperature 

for the heat transfer agent in a house based on the 

temperature outside.

Moscow, Avtozavodskaya str., 16



15:00 ‘How to pass a job 

interview and get the 

position of your dreams?’ 

workshop

Partner: corporate group ‘Prosveshcheniye’

We`ll tell you about the commonly made mistakes

and how to avoid them

Moscow, Avtozavodskaya str., 16

16:00 ‘Types of purification 

facilities. Relevance of 

your job choice’ workshop

Partner: OOO ‘Zenit-Sever’

We`ll tell you about the emerging opportunities of

the market of purification facilities and their types

and how to acquire a profession that will be in

demand for at least 50 following years.

Moscow, Avtozavodskaya str., 16

16:00 ‘How to earn your first 

money?’ workshop

Partner: corporate group ‘Prosveshcheniye’

We`ll tell you how to earn money independently

having no working experience

Moscow, Avtozavodskaya str., 16

16:00 Quiz by EcoStandart group Partner: EcoStandart group

Quiz in ecology and labor protection.

Participate and get prizes.

Moscow, Avtozavodskaya str., 16

17:00 ‘Public Speaking. Speech 

Eloquence’  workshop

Partner: corporate group ‘Prosveshcheniye’

We`ll share tips on how to overcome the fear of

speaking in public.

Moscow, Avtozavodskaya str., 16

17:00 Presentation by 

‘Norilsknikelremont’ OOO

Partner: ‘Norilsknikelremont’ OOO

Demonstration of the industrial exoskeleton.

Moscow, Avtozavodskaya str., 16

18:00 ‘Book project developing’ 

workshop

Partner: “Corporate Group ‘RIPOL klassik’ OOO

We`ll tell you about the main stages in when

drafting and positioning a book project, forming a

target audience portrait and calculating the

economic efficiency of a certain edition.

Moscow, Avtozavodskaya str., 16



29 April 2022 (Friday)

Tours

10:00 Corporate group ‘Prosveshcheniye’ Moscow, Krasnoproletarskaya str., 16, b.3

11:00 Corporate Group ‘RIPOL Klassik’ OOO Moscow, Nizhegorodskaya str., 29/33, b.4

11:00 Vostok-Media Moscow, Peschnaya tretya str, 2a. ‘VEB Arena’ 

Stadium

11:00 MA Safety OOO Moscow, Ygreshskaya str, 2, b.41

11:00 ‘Mosgortrans’ GUP Moscow, Krovorozhskaya str., 6

11:00 ‘Wilberries’ OOO Moscow, Leninskaya Slobona str., 26, b.3

12:00 ‘Endofarm’ FGUP Moscow, Novokhokhlovskaya str., 25

14:00 ‘Eksmo’ printing” OOO Moscow, Zorge str., 1, b.1

Workshops

Time Event Description Location

14:00 Perfect Mechanism’workshop Partner: ‘Dengi’ [Money] Journal under ‘Kommersant’

publishing house

We`ll tell you about the interaction between departments

of the house and how that influences the results of the

work, how the edition is set into the printing and what

you have to do to ensure this whole process.

Moscow, Mikhalkovskaya str., 7



14:30 Work at PAO ‘MAEK’: from novice to

TOP-manager” workshop

Partner: ‘MOEK’ PAO

Meeting with the PAO ‘MOEK’ technical

block leaders in a format of an ‘Equal

Dialogue’.

Moscow, Avtozavodskaya str., 16

14:00 “Associative drafting based on the 3D

modelling’ workshop

Partner: ‘Engineering TMKh’ OOO

Moscow 2020 metro-based drafting

Moscow, Bolshaya Semyonovoskaya str., 38

15:00 ‘CV as a VIP pass to the job interview’

workshop

Partner: SuperJob

We`ll tell you what you shouldn`t include

in your CV and how to correctly describe

your working experience and adapt you

CV to various vacancies.

Moscow, Bolshaya Semyonovoskaya str., 38


